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across the ever notice how christopher nolans movies interstellar inception the prestige feel like an anxiety attack well 
maybe thats overstating things a bit but Standing Guard (Love Inspired Large Print Suspense): 

1 of 1 review helpful AN ATTENTION GRABBER By susan Ms Hansen 3rd book in The Defender s series had me 
from page one Each book is even better than the last I liked that characters from the previous books make an 
appearance or are talked about which is one of the reasons why I like to read series Poor Lindy What a roller coaster 
she finds herself caught up on just as she is rebuilding a new life for yo A scared widow and her defenseless son have 
former marine Thad Pearson on red alert Someone is systematically wrecking Lindy Southerland s life First her house 
Then her bank account And unless the thug gets what he wants her child will be targeted next The woman jumps at 
every shadow but refuses to go to the police Why With Thad s every protective instinct in overdrive he guards Lindy 
and her son as if they re his own family But keeping his scarred heart safe STANDING GUARD just finaled in the 
Gayle Wilson Award of Excellence given by Southern Magic RWA It s a national contest and I m thrilled Val From 
the Author There are two authors named Valerie Hansen This one writes C 
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